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Professional WordPress (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	An in-depth look at the internals of the WordPress system. As the most popular blogging and content management platform available today, WordPress is a powerful tool. This exciting book goes beyond the basics and delves into the heart of the WordPress system, offering overviews of the functional aspects of WordPress as well as plug-in and...
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Flash Builder 4 and Flex 4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete and thorough reference for developers on the new Flex 4 platform


	Create desktop applications that behave identically on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux with Adobe's new Flash Builder 4 platform and this in-depth guide. The book's tutorials and explanations walk you step-by-step through Flash Builder's...
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Kanban in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Kanban in Action is a down-to-earth, no-frills, get-to-know-the-ropes introduction to kanban. It's based on the real-world experience and observations from two kanban coaches who have introduced this process to dozens of teams. You'll learn the principles of why kanban works, as well as...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-529): Microsoft  .NET Framework 2.0 Distributed Application DevelopmentMicrosoft Press, 2006

	Key Book Benefits:


	- Comprehensive study guide written by exam-certified authors - Deeper, more focused coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives-plus instructive case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on the job - 425 practice questions on CD - Test engine that enables customized testing,...
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Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in C# 2005, Special EditionApress, 2006
Welcome to Pro ASP.NET 2.0 in C# 2005, Special Edition. In this book, you'll learn how ASP.NET 2.0 really works. You won't be bored with a rehash of the C# language--instead, you'll get the hard-won practical advice that you need to build sophisticated, scalable websites. New features are clearly identified, so if you've programmed with...
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Mastering Microsoft Windows 7 AdministrationSybex, 2010

	A comprehensive guide for IT administrators deploying Windows 7


	Using a task-focused approach and clear, no-nonsense instructions, this book delivers all the information you'll need to deploy and manage Windows 7 efficiently and securely. Learn how to install, configure, run, and troubleshoot Windows 7; explore advanced...
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Mastering BlenderSybex, 2009

	Blender, the free alternative for professional-quality 3D animation is a complex program to learn, but once users become familiar with its power, they begin to seek more from it.  This book is the first of its kind to explore the more advanced features of Blender so that you can get the most out of the software. You’ll take your...
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Go in Practice: Includes 70 TechniquesManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go in Practice guides you through 70 real-world techniques in key areas like package management, microservice communication, and more. Following a cookbook-style Problem/Solution/Discussion format, this practical handbook builds on the foundational concepts of the Go language and introduces specific...
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Making Java GroovyManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Making Java Groovy is a practical handbook for developers who want to blend Groovy into their day-to-day work with Java. It starts by introducing the key differences between Java and Groovy—and how you can use them to your advantage. Then, it guides you step-by-step through realistic...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-526): Microsoft  .NET Framework 2.0 Windows-Based Client DevelopmentMicrosoft Press, 2006
Key Book Benefits:
- Comprehensive study guide written by exam-certified authors - Deeper, more focused coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives-plus instructive case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on the job - 425 practice questions on CD - Test engine that enables customized testing, pre-assessment and...
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Start Here! Fundamentals of Microsoft .NET ProgrammingMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Grasp the basic concepts that drive all Microsoft® .NET-based languages—and prepare yourself to learn .NET programming. If you have absolutely no previous experience, no problem—simply start here! This ebook provides the foundation for all other .NET programming language books in the Start Here! series....
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-528): Microsoft  .NET Framework 2.0 Web-Based Client DevelopmentMicrosoft Press, 2006
Key Book Benefits:
- Comprehensive study guide written by exam-certified authors - Deeper, more focused coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives-plus instructive case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on the job - 425 practice questions on CD - Test engine that enables customized testing, pre-assessment and...
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